Empower educators and support student learning.

We help educators capture students’ curiosity, inspiring them to learn through an extraordinary range of college prep and career-readiness resources, and scholarly content. From ebooks to video to digitized primary sources, ProQuest introduces students to the information they will need to search and discover, evaluate, and use throughout their academic lives.
ProQuest complements authoritative and comprehensive collections of information with experienced editorial judgment to offer students valuable context for starting a wide range of research assignments.

**CultureGrams®**

*Named “Must-Have Database for School Research” in School Library Journal*

A leading reference for concise and reliable cultural information on the countries of the world, this must-have online almanac provides country reports that go beyond mere facts and figures to deliver a one-of-a-kind perspective on daily life and culture, including the background, customs, and lifestyles of people across the globe. With global events increasingly affecting our lives, it’s more important than ever to educate students about the world around them and to prepare them for college and the world beyond.

Individual reports covering 200+ countries, all 50 United States, and the Canadian provinces, are written and reviewed by local experts and are updated as new information becomes available, so you can be sure you’re offering only the most current information to staff and students.

Exclusive features include video clips and slideshows, a worldwide photo gallery, interviews with locals, and a unique recipe collection with five local recipes for each country. Plus, infographics, create-your-own data tables, and charts help put vital statistics into perspective. Generate citations on the fly, play Text-to-Speech audio on demand, or save text to Google Drive or Classroom with the click of a mouse.

Learn more at [about.proquest.com/go/culturegrams](about.proquest.com/go/culturegrams).

**SIRS® Discoverer™**

Specifically designed for upper elementary and middle school students, SIRS Discoverer offers articles, nonfiction books, images, activities, all curated for educational relevance, age appropriateness, and readability.

**Features include:**

- **Controversial Issues:** Age-appropriate pro/con coverage of over 80 leading social issues.
- **Animal Facts reports:** More than 330 fact pages, great for beginning researchers.
- **Nonfiction books:** More than 600 titles from popular publishers such as Enslow Publishing, Reference Point Press and Rourke Publishing.

Robust functionality includes mobile capability, text-to-speech, easy citation exports, Microsoft OneDrive, Google Drive, Google Classroom and Learning Management System integration, and a colorful, intuitive interface. SIRS Discoverer helps novice researchers develop their research, writing, language, and computer skills.

Learn more at [about.proquest.com/go/sirsdiscoverer](about.proquest.com/go/sirsdiscoverer).
SIRS® Issues Researcher™

Over 335 key social issues are covered in-depth using authoritative information curated from thousands of global full-text and multimedia sources. SIRS Issues Researcher’s Leading Issues pro/con framework helps students pick a topic and understand its origins, related issues, global perspectives, and essential questions under debate.

New issues are added frequently to ensure your students have access to the issues of today.

**Featured Leading Issues include:**

- Animal rights
- Cheerleading
- Concussions in sports
- Distracted driving
- Electric vehicles
- Electoral reform
- Gender equity in sports
- Indigenous peoples
- Mental health
- Refugees
- Racial profiling
- Social media
- U.S.-Mexico border wall

**eLibrary®**

**Named CODiE Award Finalist, 2019**

Delivering one of the largest collections of periodical and digital media content editorially selected to support novice researchers, eLibrary helps simplify the research process. It empowers novice researchers to easily and efficiently choose their research topic and find authoritative information to support their research claim.

More than 10,000 editor-created Research Topics pages deliver the essential elements on a vast array of people, places, historical events, and eras. Researchers can access primary and scholarly sources, and all content is in 100% full text from 2,000+ magazines, newspapers, transcripts and digitized reference book content, including more than seven million images, maps, websites, videos, and interactive simulations.

Educators and librarians can use the state and national standards search to locate standards-aligned articles and other resources, which saves teachers time in the lesson planning process, and ensures that library resources are correlated directly to learning benchmarks.

Support all users with Lexile reading levels, text-to-speech, language translation, and educational standards alignment, which make it easier for students from a variety of skill levels to research a topic successfully. Integration with Microsoft OneDrive, Google Drive, Google Classroom and Learning Management Systems, a citation generator and citation export functions assure student success.

Learn more at [about.proquest.com/go/elibrary](http://about.proquest.com/go/elibrary).

---

**MS OneDrive, NoodleTools, Google Drive, Google Classroom and Learning Management System integration**

Learn more at [about.proquest.com/go/sirsresearcher](http://about.proquest.com/go/sirsresearcher).
Core Curriculum

ProQuest introduces students to scholarly and secondary source materials in the core disciplines of history, literature and science to prepare them for college-level research.

History Study Center

History Study Center is a curated collection of full-text journals and popular magazines covering a range of global historical topics and themes. The collection includes current and archival secondary sources for vital content and varied perspectives on thousands of topics from world history. Authoritative and engaging, the History Study Center provides a launching point for the study of world history from ancient times through today. HSC supports students preparing to complete the Cambridge International AS and A Level Global Perspectives & Research project, as well as completion of the Advanced Placement U.S. History and Advanced Placement World History examinations and course work.

History Study Center provides the following features and tools:

• Article Text to Speech
• Language Translation
• Citation Generator (MLA, APA, Turabian)
• Citation Export to NoodleTools
• Integration with Microsoft OneDrive, Google Drive and Google Classroom
• Responsive design, optimized for viewing on mobile devices
• Integration with Clever.com as well as Canvas and Moodle LMS

Learn more at about.proquest.com/en/products-services/history-study-center/.

STEM Database

ProQuest STEM Database delivers a comprehensive collection of more than 500 magazines and journals designed to support advanced placement and college-prep level science studies. Disciplines covered include earth, life, physical, medical, and applied sciences.

With STEM Database, your researchers can:

• Access highly regarded trade and popular science titles like Wired, Scientific American, PC World, Psychology Today, and Astronomy
• Search across a deep backfile of full-text and full-page image content from trusted sources
• Receive daily updates to track trends and current events in science
• Obtain different perspectives on the same subject or event
• Find results relevant for a range of STEM coursework
• View charts, photos, graphs, and diagrams exactly as they appeared in the original articles

Learn more at https://proquest.com/go/stemdb.
ProQuest Learning: Literature

ProQuest Learning: Literature is a robust solution for schools that offer teaching and learning in literature from multiple traditions and perspectives. ProQuest Learning: Literature supports key student use cases such as introducing high school students to poets, playwrights and novelists from diverse backgrounds. Editorially created topic pages include author biographies, literary work summaries and analyses, and genre and movement pages. Journals, magazine, and books provide current, authoritative coverage of famous and lesser-known writers, as well as much-studied literary movements like the Harlem Renaissance, the Beat Generation and Transcendentalism.

Features include:

• **Author Pages:** The most useful information about an author including demographic and biographical information, most viewed primary text, recent criticism, criticism over time, reference works, related audio/video and related authors.

• **Literary Movement Pages:** A framework for movements such as the Black Arts Movement, Dub Poetry, and Romanticism with a description and related authors, primary texts, reference works, related audio/video and recent criticism.

• **Scholarly & Reference Content:** Supplemental resources for deeper context and analysis. Criticism includes titles like Afro - Hispanic Review, Poets & Writers, Victorian Studies, and World Literature Today. Reference works include The Handbook of African American Literature, The Routledge Companion to Anglophone Caribbean Literature; and The Columbia Encyclopedia of Modern Drama.

• **Multimedia:** Poetry comes alive through engaging video and audio content in the Poets on Screen and Poetry Archive Audio collections.

ProQuest Learning: Literature provides the following features and tools:

• Article Text to Speech

• Citation Generator (MLA, APA, Turabian)

• Citation Export to NoodleTools

• Integration with Microsoft OneDrive, Google Drive and Google Classroom

• Responsive design, optimized for viewing on mobile devices

• Integration with Clever.com as well as Canvas and Moodle LMS

Newspapers are an essential primary source for students and early researchers:

**Students Can Explore Perspectives Across the Span of Time**
Coverage spans decades for in-depth insights into how stories and perspectives evolved. Search and browse local and regional views, to find people and events where they happen, when they happen — making news coverage the first documentation of history as it unfolds.

**Key Source for Missing Historical Information**
Newspapers are an excellent record of fine points and facts that are overlooked elsewhere.

**Cover to Cover Searchable Access**
Beyond feature articles and breaking stories, newspaper editorials, advertisements, cartoons, obituaries, and classified ads provide valuable primary source information and contextual understanding.

**User-Friendly Platform and Search Experience**
Our newspapers are cross-searchable with all other content on the ProQuest platform for a broader scope of research insights across multi-format sources. Additionally, full-text and color images easily downloadable in PDF format.

**ProQuest Historical Newspapers™**
ProQuest Historical Newspapers provides definitive coverage of historical events from more than 194 newspapers dating back to the 18th century. Students can experience centuries of history from popular titles including *The New York Times*, *The Boston Globe*, *Chicago Tribune*, *Wall Street Journal*, *Washington Post*, *Los Angeles Times*, Black Historical Newspapers collection, including *Chicago Defender*, *New York Amsterdam News*, and *Pittsburgh Courier*, among other titles, and international titles such as *The Guardian* and *Jerusalem Post*. Titles are available individually or as a part of 33 new U.S. State collections.

Learn more at [about.proquest.com/go/historicalnews](about.proquest.com/go/historicalnews).

**ProQuest Recent Newspapers**
ProQuest Recent Newspapers offers recent editions of essential and most-requested newspaper titles. Titles are available individually across Canadian, International, Specialty and U.S. Stand Alone titles selectively. Coverage for Recent Newspapers begins in the late 2000s and goes up through the most recent issue, with ongoing efforts to reduce the embargo to one week or less.

Learn more at [about.proquest.com/go/recnews](about.proquest.com/go/recnews).

**Black Freedom Struggle in the United States: Challenges and Triumphs in the Pursuit of Equality**
This curated selection of primary sources is designed for teaching and learning about the struggles and triumphs of Black Americans. Developed with input from Black history scholars and advisors, its easily discoverable materials are ideal for assignments and special projects focused on U.S. Black history.

The site covers several time periods in American history when the river of the Black Freedom Struggle ran more powerfully – while not losing sight of the fierce, often violent opposition that Black people have faced on the road to freedom. These periods include:

1. Slavery and the Abolitionist Movement (1790-1860)
2. The Civil War and the Reconstruction Era (1861-1877)
3. Jim Crow Era from 1878 to the Great Depression (1878-1932)
4. The New Deal and World War II (1933-1945)
5. The Civil Rights and Black Power Movements (1946-1975)

The Black Freedom Struggle website is freely available to students, educators and patrons at [blackfreedom.proquest.com](blackfreedom.proquest.com).
Academic Video Online

With over 70,000 videos across most subjects, an Academic Video Online subscription has something for everyone – students, teachers, administration, counselors.

Enhance your curriculum with streaming videos from the PBS, BBC, CNN, WSJ/Dow Jones, A+E Networks®/History Channel, 60 MINUTES, FILM PLATFORM documentaries, for Dummies™, and more.

Build by Choice (Perpetual Rights)
The longer you subscribe, the more titles you own. At the end of each subscription term, your entire subscription value is allocated to redeem your choice of videos perpetually. Most films offer this option.

Learn more at alexanderstreet.com/avon.

The BBC Landmark Video Collection: Second Edition

For Science Courses

From the depths of the oceans to the Antarctic ice cap, from a firsthand view of evolution in animals and plants to Cretaceous Alaska and far-flung corners of the globe, the BBC Landmark Video Collection is your groundbreaking exclusive HD view into our natural world.

Through access to cutting-edge series like Planet Earth and Blue Planet, and the newly added Big Cats and Dynasties series, your classrooms and students can now experience breathtaking natural events like never before. Subscription or perpetual rights available.

Learn more at www.alexanderstreet.com/lmrk.

PBS Video Collection: Fourth Edition

Now available for K-12 libraries, this collection of more than 1,200 streaming videos provides an exceptional range of content with the most valuable video documentaries and series from PBS. From science to history, art to Shakespeare, diversity to business & economics, and more, the PBS Video Collection gives your patrons access to one of television’s most trusted networks. Subscription or perpetual rights available.

• Notable content includes: NOVA, NATURE, Shakespeare Uncovered, Poetry with Elisa New, The Great American Read, American Experience, FRONTLINE and more.

Learn more at www.alexanderstreet.com/pbs4.

The BBC Horizon Collection

The BBC Horizon television program “tells amazing science stories, unravels mysteries and reveals worlds you’ve never seen before.” Horizon reveals the science behind a broad range of topics, including astronomy, physics, math, the environment, disease, and more. The show makes science accessible and engaging to students in a way that lectures or textbooks simply cannot.

Spanning the years from 2009 – 2023, The BBC Horizon Collection is a comprehensive run of recent years of this series. Subscription or perpetual rights available.

Learn more at www.alexanderstreet.com/bbch.
The CNN Video Collection

CNN’s specials and feature programming on business, economics, technology, environmental studies, health, women’s studies, and human rights are some of the highest-quality video being produced today. The CNN Video Collection will spark classroom discussions, support research, and inform and engage students on the topics that impact today’s world. Subscription or perpetual rights available.

Learn more at www.alexanderstreet.com/cnnv.

Theatre Performance Video Collection

Theatre Performance Video Collection raises the curtain for students to experience world-class theatrical video performances of plays and literary works courtesy of the U.K.’s National Theatre, Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC) and British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). From the classics of Shakespeare, Arthur Miller, Jane Austen and Mary Shelley to contemporary plays and interpretations, this collection showcases a variety of performances from exemplary actors and directors such as Helen McCrory, Adetomiwa Edun, Simon Russell Beale, and Maggie Smith. This essential theatre video collection features the most-studied plays and literary works to spark engaging discussions and projects for students and is a must-have for schools with theatre, drama, performing arts, and literature classes.

Content Highlights

Bring texts to life through unlimited simultaneous use of streaming video to aid the analysis of performances, play texts, and literary works. This collection features:

- Plays and literary works commonly studied in high school English and Theatre classes, literary classics, and recent productions with modern themes.
- Supplementary documents supporting teaching and learning and behind-the-scenes insights such as exclusive archival materials from the National Theatre Archive, Rehearsal Insights from the National Theatre, and Teaching Packs and production stills from the Royal Shakespeare Company.

Learn more at alexanderstreet.com/tpvc.
Ebooks

Ebooks offer a cost-effective way to give students 24-7 access anywhere to vast amounts of authoritative information. ProQuest ebooks are now available on Ebook Central, our platform inspired by intensive study of the ebook workflows of librarians and the research process of students. To prepare K-12 researchers for success in college and beyond, we suggest:

Academic Complete®

Many college prep academies and schools looking to build digital ebook collections subscribe to Academic Complete. With over 150,000 ebooks across all academic disciplines, Academic Complete offers a critical mass of scholarly content with a balanced quantity and quality to facilitate all stages of the research workflow and outcomes.

Schools & Educators Complete

This subscription offers a foundational base of more than 13,200 ebooks for K-12 students and teachers alike that are available anytime and anywhere. Key topics for students include history, art, science, music, math, computers, literature, writing, religion, and fiction. Teachers can benefit from such subjects as common core, classroom management, curriculum planning, educational technology, tests and measurements, child development, psychology and disabilities, and more.

Schools & Educators Complete includes premium K-12 and education publishers such as Bloomsbury Publishing, Association for Supervision & Curriculum Development (ASCD), McGraw-Hill Education, National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), Jessica Kingsley Publishers, Routledge, Sage, and Rowman & Littlefield, and many university presses are among them.

While extensive, these collections are not all that we have available to support your students. With flexible acquisition models, we make it easier to access and purchase the most relevant ebook content for your students, and educators.

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Ebook Subscription

Curriculum is evolving to better address the topics of diversity, equity inclusion and social justice. Finding ebooks in these areas is critical – but also historically difficult. Identifying the right mix of publishers, authors and titles to ensure representation of more voices is a great challenge.

With the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Ebook Subscription, ProQuest has done the heavy lifting for you.

With thousands of librarian-selected titles covering Asian Studies, Women’s Studies, Black Studies, Hispanic/Latino Studies and much more, ProQuest’s DEI Ebook Subscription is the most comprehensive, focused curated subscription developed to represent all voices – regardless of gender, race, sexual orientation, physical ability and religious belief. It supports teaching, learning and research in the classroom and beyond.

Learn more about how we make it easy to combine acquisition models to build a collection on your budget at proquest.com/go/ebooks.
ProQuest Central™ Student

Designed to bring instant results to users across thousands of journals, magazines, newspapers, videos, and reports, ProQuest Central Student is a truly multidisciplinary resource. It can support every class in your program with coverage of 160 subjects including business, entrepreneurship, current events, education, health, literature, sciences, humanities, and social sciences.

Designed to meet high school and college-prep programs, ProQuest Central Student delivers millions of articles from more than 14,000 full-text scholarly journals, magazines, and newspapers all via the award-winning and easy-to-use ProQuest platform.

Get right to the good stuff, right now with the largest collection of full-text periodicals selected specifically to support high school programs. RSS feeds and same-day full text for papers like The New York Times keep research as current as news occurs.

Learn more at about.proquest.com/go/pqcentralstudent.

Research Library Prep

Ideal for high school libraries, Research Library Prep database provides a broad and extensive range of valuable content that serves both the needs of the general and college-prep curriculum. It is designed specifically to support research and college-prep curricula with an extensive online collection of thousands of full-text scholarly journals, magazines, transcripts of radio and television news programs, and 5 major U.S. newspapers.

The millions of articles in this continuously-growing database offer global coverage on a wide range of subjects: arts, business, current events, education, health, language arts, sciences, social sciences, and many other curriculum-specific subject areas. Students will have immediate access to The New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Chicago Tribune, and Los Angeles Times.

Learn more at about.proquest.com/go/libprep.

RefWorks®

With the RefWorks® reference management service, students benefit from easy-to-use tools that facilitate research, collaboration, the organization of data and the writing of papers.

Saves Researchers Time

• Find, access, and capture research materials from virtually any source.
• Unify materials in one central workspace to facilitate storage, reuse, and sharing.
• Automatically generate bibliographies and authoritative citations.
• Collaborate on group projects and edit as a team online and in real-time.
• Maximize research productivity.

Learn more at about.proquest.com/go/refworks.
ProQuest Research Companion

An award-winning, cloud-based information literacy solution that enables educators and librarians to guide students through research projects efficiently, at every step, ProQuest Research Companion is designed to be easy, intuitive, and informative. It helps students develop their critical thinking skills to more effectively find, evaluate, and use information.

Multimedia-based Learning Modules engage students to think more critically and creatively about their research, while the powerful, interactive Tools help students navigate through the research process.

Learning Modules

The material in the Learning Modules unit is presented in visually compelling, creative videos, and written in a conversational style that improves learning outcomes and maximizes retention. An assessment component is also available to measure student progress.

Research Tools

Research Companion’s simple Tools feature automates the basic parts of the research process by leveraging the power of ProQuest data sources, including Ulrich’s and Books In Print. Tools include a source evaluation aid, search aid, and revision aid to help students search, evaluate sources, and write more clearly and persuasively.

Customization

Customization features provide greater flexibility for educators to incorporate learning modules into their classrooms, workflow, and Learning Management Systems.

For a free trial, visit today: about.proquest.com/go/researchcompanion.

“ProQuest Research Companion) deserves a close look from most high schools... Meant to prepare high-school... Students for university-level research... This tool will be welcomed by students at every level of learning.”

—Booklist Reviews

Your Partner in Student Success

It’s all there: age-appropriate content that covers the core curriculum, top ebooks and databases to support classroom instruction, and interactive media that attract student attention.

Give young researchers the advantages that the open web simply cannot match:

- Editor-vetted information that ensures high-quality online resources for your learners, with new content delivered daily.
- Global perspectives that foster critical thinking and enhance assignments in world culture, social science, and other disciplines.
- Multimedia-rich resources ready to use on any mobile device and are loaded with the content students like maps, pictures, videos, slideshows, and more.

- Intuitive technology that encourages students to collaborate, organize and present their work via social bookmarking, custom digital content, and work spaces.
- Core connectivity that helps integrate resources directly into instruction and aligns content to state and provincial standards.
- Support for multiple learning needs and styles with adaptable reading levels and Lexile measurements, read-aloud, text-to-speech, language translations, and more.
Learn more about ProQuest solutions for schools at about.proquest.com/en/libraries/k-12/